
Despite all the odds, the 46th National English Olympiad was a 
very pleasing success. 

Owing to the Covid-19 pandemic, it was predicted that the entry numbers for 
the 2021 Olympiad would decrease significantly from the previous year. The 
target for 2021 was therefore only 2500 entries.  Fortunately eventually 4482 
entries were received, exceeding the target by 1982.   

The number of schools entering decreased from 313 in 2020 to only 243 schools in 2021 - a decrease of 70 
schools (22%) on top of the 6% decrease from 2019 to 2020. Pleasing, however, was that in 2021, 3592 
(80.1%) of the 4482 entrants wrote the Olympiad examination, compared to 5695 candidates (81.6%) in 
2020.  The average percentage of candidates who wrote over the past five years is 81.7%, and although the 
Covid-19 pandemic put a lot of pressure on schools and candidates, there was still a sense of consistency 
in the number of candidates who ended up writing the examination this year. 

The theme for the 2021 English Olympiad was “People and Personas” and the title of the prescribed 
anthology was This is My Story, a collection of stories told from a first-person perspective.  Genres included 
in the collection were a dramatic monologue, four poems, a travelogue, two short stories and an extract 
from a novella.   

Warmest congratulations are due to the SACEE team, which is responsible for the academic aspects of the 
project - Robert Sharman (National Academic Coordinator), Yvette Morgan (Chief Examiner) and the 
Eastern Cape Branch; to the Grahamstown Foundation, which undertakes the administration of the 
Olympiad – in particular, Prarochna Rama (Olympiad officer) and Monica Newton (CEO of the 
Grahamstown Foundation); and, of course, to the English teachers and the entrants themselves. 

 

AND HERE ARE THE WINNERS! 

The Home Language Section was won by Faye Crawford of 
Epworth High, with Sazi Bongwe (St John’s College), Vanessa 
Visser (Hoërskool Linden), Rozelle Hartzenberg (Gymnasium 
High School Paarl), Raeesah Jadwat (St John’s College) and 
Grace Ross (St Anne’s Diocesan College) coming in at second, 
third fourth and fifth places respectively. 

In first place in the First Additional Language Section was 
Pinashe Manyengawana (Bluehill College), followed by Inam 
Nojilana (Walmer High School), Anaïs Herman (Hoër 
Meisieskool Bloemhof), Logan-Leigh van Staden (Otto du 
Plessis High School) and Elizabeth van Eeden (Curro 
Nelspruit) in second, third, fourth and fifth places respectively. 

 A pleasing surprise! 
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From my Chair …  

SACEE has managed, once 
again, to cock a snook at the 
dreaded Covid-19 virus. 

Yes, the virus has curtailed 
some of the activities that 
are based on face-to-face  
experiences, but our bigger 

branches have shown great ingenuity and 
dedication in keeping as many activities as 
possible going. 

In fact, some of our projects have taken on a 
new style which may even become the new 
normal—or at least 
be part of a 
blended approach. 

I must express a 
huge thank-you to 
the dedicated 
branch members, 
many of whom 
have had to cope 
with the impact of the virus on their own 
lives and jobs while trying to keep their 
branch activities afloat. 

I would also like to say a big thank-you to 
our National Secretary and Treasurer, Lesley 
Todd, for her patience and tireless efforts to 
keep the organisation going and to ensure 
that our finances are in good order. 

- MALCOLM VENTER 

NATIONAL CHAIR 
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Who is SACEE? 
 
The South African Council for English Education is 

a registered non-profit association mainly 

consisting of voluntary members. SACEE was 

established in 1955 by a small group of people who 

were dedicated to the protection of English usage. 

That was necessary at the time, as the Nationalist 

government, which had taken office in 1948, aimed 

to sideline English in favour of Afrikaans. 

Our mission statement – to support the teaching, 

learning and appreciation of English—is our focus 

now that that situation no longer pertains. 

Through a network of branches and membership, 

the Council succeeds in initiating and sustaining a 

wide variety of worthwhile activities and projects, 

undertaken voluntarily by members and aimed at 

benefiting teachers, learners and college and 

university students. SACEE provides a practical 

means for individuals and organisations to 

participate in the development of skills and in the 

enjoyment of the English language. SACEE draws 

together people with an appreciation of the richness 

of the language, a concern for clarity of thought 

and a respect for the multilingual diversity of South 

Africa. 

 

 
 

CONTACT US 

National Office Mrs Lesley Todd 082 4488 372 
sacee.national@gmail.com 

National Chair Dr Malcolm Venter drv@worldonline.co.za 

Bloemfontein 
Branch 

Miss M Smith mel23451@hotmail.com 

Border Branch Mrs V Packery sacee@telkomsa.net 

Eastern Cape 
Branch 

Mrs L Gadd-Claxton lynneclaxton@yahoo.com 

Johannesburg 
Branch 

Dr R Quince rquince@global.co.za 

Mid-Vaal Branch Ms A Papageorgiou astellapapag@gmail.com 

Polokwane Branch Mr T Mashitisho tlou@saceepolokwane.org.za 

Pretoria Branch Mrs C Marks saceepta@gmail.com 

Western Cape 
Branch 

Mrs A Gwynne-Evans alisonge@sadomain.co.za 

English Olympiad Mr Robert Sharman rvsharman53@gmail.com 

English Alive Mr Twanji Kalula  twanji@gmail.com 

Language Chal-
lenge 

Mrs V Packery  sacee@telkomsa.net 
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2020 was an exciting year, despite the COVID-19 lockdown. We managed to transition many of our 
competitions online and to develop alternatives within the new environment. We are thrilled to have 
three new members formally elected to the SACEE Western Cape Committee, bringing our total to 
thirteen.  
 

Spellcheck  

The Spellcheck Competition went ahead smoothly despite the 
difficult start to the year. Melanie O’Connor Horn provided 
additional online resources to assist teachers and learners to 
prepare effectively and Terrill Nicolay managed the mammoth 
task of marking nearly 3000 scripts and producing more than 
300 certificates.. CBC St John’s School was congratulated for 
achieving a record low average error rate of 1.72, followed by 
Westerford as the top large school.  
 

Online Public Speaking Competition  

The City Bowl Public Speaking Competition transitioned to the Online Public Speaking Competition in 2020. Due to 
the virtual nature of the competition, schools as far as the Karoo were able to participate and there was an increased 
number of competing speakers. For this reason, the competition continued online this year. Wynberg Girls’ High was 
the winning school, with best speaker in both the Junior and Senior categories.  Reddam and Springfield tied for 
second place in the senior categories and Reddam had both second and third place in the junior category.  
 

Forum Discussions 

Alexa February had hoped that the Forum Discussions will run again in August this year, in person and possibly 
outdoors, in order to comply with Covid-19 safety measures. We had a smallish group including one school 
contributing online via Zoom.  St George’s won this with best Chair and best Speaker going to Reddam.  We have 
initiated two teacher training days in October to prepare teachers from schools who have not previously participated.  
 

Tik Tok Poetry Slam  

This year saw the successful launch of the Tik Tok Poetry Challenge. 
Emmanuel Abiodun and Ariyaana Cader will continue to run the social 
media aspect of the challenge but require assistance with advertising. 
Emmanuel will assist Twanji Kalula with increasing the sale of English Alive 
hardcopy editions and recommends a revamp of the English Alive website in 
order to facilitate the online ordering of books. Relationships with schools 
need to be strengthened to 
encourage purchasing of books.  
 

SACEE Online Mandela Day Quiz  

Another online initiative – birthed in the early days of lockdown and brought 
to life to celebrate the contribution of the first president of a democratic South 
Africa, Nelson Mandela. The competition was co-ordinated and hosted online 
by Ndabenhle Nshangase of AirStudent, whose travel company is a 
competitive option for group and student bookings for travel within South 
Africa. Sean Grant of SACS was the winning student.  

This competition presages an online rebirth of the Family Reading Challenge. 

Any persons who would like to support this new project or get involved are 

welcome to contact Alison Gwynne-Evans on alisonge@sadomain.co.za. 

Western Cape Branch Report 
 

Alison Gwynne-Evans 
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The 2021 edition of English Alive will be the 55th anthology, produced 

annually without a break in production. 

Hundreds of submissions have been received, but it would seem that were 

fewer submissions due to the disruptive school year – the deadline dates 

clashed with Easter and school holidays in some regions.. Once the editor 

and our assistant editors have reviewed all the pieces, a shortlist emerges; 

from those pieces, through discussion and consultation (where necessary), 

the final published selection of 60-70 pieces is drawn. All work is read and 

assessed anonymously.  

We reduced our print run last year. We will probably do a similar print run 

this year and will explore an ePub version of the book. Given the ongoing 

pandemic, we face sales, postage, and delivery challenges. Once again, we 

will make an electronic version of this year’s edition available on the English 

Alive website, though demand remains low. 

I suspect we will not have a physical book launch this year. The online 

launch in November 2020 was a success, but it would be nice to produce it 

better. We would like to approach The Open Book Festival and see whether 

they will be hosting an online festival this year. It may be possible to have a 

hybrid event. 
 

Iziko Museums are interested in using poetry and prose from recent editions 

of English Alive at their events and exhibitions. We are continuing our 

conversations with them as we believe it could be a nice way to give learners 

an opportunity to read the pieces and promote English Alive to a broad 

audience. 

We launched our inaugural English Alive poetry slam. We did it online using 

TikTok as the primary method of entry. The project was spearheaded by 

Emmanuel Abiodun, a former contributor to English Alive, and Ariyaana 

Cader. The pilot was a success, and we hope to do it again this year – 

implementing the learnings from the previous event. 

The English Alive website is still active at www.englishalive.org.za.  

The website includes information about English Alive, the latest news from 

the project and its past contributors, many images from our events, an 

electronic submission facility and an online order form. Robin Malan 

continues to manage our Facebook group. Robin monitors these posts 

carefully. You can join the group by visiting https://www.facebook.com/

groups/34922431048/ and then clicking on the join button.  

Many students who submitted to English Alive have become professional 

writers, including Jeremy Cronin, Henrietta Rose-Innes, Nadia Davids, Shaun 

Johnson and many more. 

The Eastern Cape Branch was also 

impacted by the Dreaded Virus. This 

meant that they were not able to host 

their annual Speech Contest. However, 

they continued to manage the National 

English Olympiad under the superb 

leadership of its National Academic Co

-ordinator, Rob Sharman. 

2021 has seen the end of an era at the 

branch, as Anne Peltason stood down 

after having served as branch 

Chairperson for many years. Lynne 

Gad-Claxton was elected as the new 

Chair. 

At the last meeting of the Central 

Management of SACEE, Dr Malcolm 

Venter, National Chair, thanked Anne 

for her years of selfless involvement 

with the organization, stating that she 

possessed ‘iconic, legendary and 

stalwart capabilities’. He wished her 

luck in her retirement and thanked her 

for her continued involvement with the 

English Olympiad . 

Anne Peltason, with Sister, whom she 

describes as her ‘ESA’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eastern Cape 

Branch 
 

http://www.englishalive.org.za.%20%0d
https://www.facebook.com/groups/34922431048/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/34922431048/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/34922431048/


Debating 

2020 was a challenging year 
for most because of the 
devastating impact of the 
Covid 19 pandemic on South 
Africa, and the activities of 

SACEE in Johannesburg were not exempted.  The initial 
portion of the league had been completed before the nation 
went into lockdown in March but the league 
championships remained in hiatus for quite some time as 
the lockdown for schools was extended.  After a lot of 
deliberation about potentially cancelling the rest of the 
league or delaying for much longer, it was decided to 
explore the option of hosting the league championships 
online.  Many schools had been participating in debates 
online all around the world during lockdown.   

The online league championships were staged and it was a 
very pleasant and educational experience for those schools 
which opted to take part. Unfortunately, while online 
debating solves a lot of logistical problems such as 
transport and finding venues willing to host, it also exposed 
a new range of challenges related to the very real digital 
divide that exists in South African schools.  A lot of 
discussion has taken place about what has been learned 
from the introduction of technology into debating and the 
consequences of this for the SACEE debating league going 
forward.  SACEE has always upheld the values of 
communication and interaction that come from running a 
debating league, and these will continue to be the focus as 
the league is exposed to the innovations of technology. 

All thanks to the debating co-ordinators: Warwick Brown 
of Willowmoore High, Christine Churchyard of 
Heronbridge College, Claire Baker of St David’s College, 
and Amy Paulsen, who ran the Pretoria region. 

The winners of the Senior Debating League were St 
David’s College, Inanda, and the runners-up were St John’s 
College.  The winners of the Junior Debating League were 
Heronbridge and the runners-up St Dunstan’s. 
 

CREATIVE WRITING 

The Creative Writing Competition was again well organised 
by Elizabeth Leaver and Renos Spanoudes of King David 
Victory Park. Entries were all online and sent directly to 
Jane Fox, the Adjudicator. Certificates were sent directly to 
the schools of the prize winners, including: Ashton 
International College, Auckland Park Primary, Benoni 
High, Cornwall Hill, Deutsche Internationale, King David 
Linksfield, King David Victory Park, The King’s School, 
Kingsmead, Maris Stella, Merrifield, Michael Mount 

Waldorf  School, Rand Preparatory and College, Reodean, 
St Cyprian’s, St Davud’s Marist Inanda, St Dominic’s, St 
Peter’s, St Stithians Boys, St Teresa’s, Summerhill, 
Treverton, Woodhill, and Yeshiva College. 
 

SHAKESPEARE MONOLOGUE 

COMPETITION 

The 2020 Shakespeare Monologue Competition was first 
postponed, and then cancelled. 

The annual collaboration between National Children’s 
Theatre and the South African Council for English 
Education resumed in 2021.  The Shakespeare Festival and 
Monologue Competition took place in the new outdoor 
Imagination Theatre at NCT on 11-13 May 2021. 

There were entries from eight schools and clubs, including 
King Edward VII School, Jeppe High School for Boys, St 
Stithians Girls’ College, Willowmoore High School, 
Woodlands International College, St James Preparatory 
School and St Dominics’ Catholic School for Girls.  
Eventually fifty-eight monologues and fifteen scenes were 
performed over the three days of the festival.  Eighteen 
plays and the sonnets were represented.  Old favourites like 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Macbeth, Hamlet and Othello 
featured prominently, but it was gratifying to watch extracts 
from less well-known plays as well, like Troilus and Cressida, 
All’s Well That Ends Well and The Winter’s Tale. 

First place in the Junior Monologue section went to Dhyan 
Naran from St James for his expressive portrayal of Caliban 
when he curses the oppressive Prospero in The Tempest.  
The runner-up was Radhe Bagaloo, also from St James.  
She delightfully played the Fairy chasing the snakes and 
spiders away from the Fairy 
Queen’s bower in A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream. 

There were two winners in the 
Senior Monologue section: 
Sidney Benard from St Stithians 
and Jeb Molteno from Jeppe.  
Sidney gave a powerful and 
moving performance as Lady 
Anne mourning over the coffin 
of Henry VI in Richard III.  Jeb 
achieved a very contemporary 
relevance in his humorous rendering of Benedick in As You 
Like It – why do men fall in love? 

Thank you to the National Children’s Theatre and the 

South African Council for English Education for 

promoting Shakespeare!  Well done to all the talented 

performers and their dedicated teachers for their support! 
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JOhannesburg Branch Report 
 

Rohan Quince 
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Bloemfontein 

Branch Report 
 

Melissa Smith 

 

* 

MIDVAAL BRANCH 

 

Annastella  Papageorgiou 

 

* 

PRETORIA 

BRANCH 

 

Celeste Marks 
 

The 2020 BLOEMFONTEIN SACEE debating league got off to a good 
start with 10 schools participating. However, due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, we were unable to continue with the league.  As 2021 
approached, schools were still prevented from doing any extra-
curricular activities for the year. As the end of Term 1 approached, we 
were planning on starting with the SACEE league. Unfortunately the 
Free State was placed on hold again and inter-school leagues were all 
cancelled due to the 
possible third wave.  

For now, the Bloemfontein 

SACEE Debating League 

has been suspended until 

further notice. The situation 

will be monitored and 

decisions will be made 

accordingly.  

Due to COVID and the overwhelming feeling of anxiety experienced 
by teachers, parents and children  the PRETORIA BRANCH has not 
gone ahead with the Creative Writing Competition this year.  Prior to 
this pandemic, we had planned an exciting new twist to our 
competition but this has been placed on hold. We hope to continue in 
2022.  

Polokwane Branch Report 
 

Tlou Mashitisho 

SACEE Polokwane continues to bring smiles to children’s faces and to parents’ faces.  

2020 presented numerous challenges, not least of which was the cancellation of many events after March 2020. Even 
though online tournaments were touted as a ready solution, the idea is yet to catch on in our area. Old habits die hard.  
But the SACEE Polokwane community prevailed. We did just enough to keep the organisation alive. SACEE 
Polokwane will continue to give learners the speaking and writing opportunities that are truly more than just “more of 
school”. 

SACEE Polokwane has also shifted the responsibility of the managing the provincial team to the Limpopo Schools 
Debating Association, an organisation founded with the sole purpose of creating debating leagues in the province.  
This shift in responsibilities created an existential challenge for the branch but various activities have since been 
identified as opportunities for growth and development.  

Our major achievements over the past year are as follows: 
 

Northern Academy Debaters’ Cup reunites local debaters 

Northern Academy Secondary School, a Curro Meridian school, hosted its first debating tournament after many years 
of inactivity on the debating circuit. The tournament was a reunion of many of the schools that form of the 
Polokwane Debating League. SACEE Polokwane provided adjudicators and handled all tournament administration on 
behalf of the school. Mokopane English Combined School dominated the awards ceremony, claiming the Debaters’ 
Cup Trophy in both junior and senior divisions.  Mantswi Ramakgolo of Hoërskool Noorderland was the highest-
ranking senior speaker and Andile Maraba of Mokopane English Combined School was the highest-ranking junior 
speaker.  
 

Polokwane City Library partners with SACEE Polokwane to create Scrabble 

League 

In what may well be a first for the city, the Polokwane City Library and SACEE Polokwane continued the work of 
establishing the city’s first primary schools Scrabble league. The joint venture aims to increase the interest in reading 
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activities from an early age. It will also serve as an additional project for our local branch, as we extend our support to 
primary school teachers for the first time since we started debating tournaments in our area. Through lots of practice, 
Polokwane may well produce a champion Scrabble player who could compete at the Youth Scrabble Championship 
held annually. 
 

 

SACEE Polokwane successfully implements the Junior Leadership Project for 

the SAPS 

Forty-two learners gathered at Tom Naude Technical High School for the Junior Leadership Project’s Debate 
Competition. The 14 
schools that were 
present shared their 
thoughts and research 
on the topic of the day. 
The debate took the 
form of a parliamentary 
debate with opening 
statements, response 
statements and closing 
statements. Learners 
also exercised their 
conversation skills 
during the Mini-
Lekgotla, a caucus 
session that forms part 
of the format.  
 

Learners from Eagle’s 
Nest Christian School 
took top honours on 
the day and four learners 
were selected to represent 
the Polokwane Police Station at the district competition.  The SAPS and MTN (main event sponsor) were delighted to 
see the learners sharing their thoughts in such an engaged manner. Learners represented their perspectives with insight 
that thrilled the police and teachers alike. The event was a tremendous success. 
 

SACEE Polokwane hosts its 22nd League Tournament 

Twelve schools gathered at Mitchell House for the 22nd SACEE league tournament that took place on Saturday, 22 
May 2021. Over a year had passed since learners were gathered together for an in-person debating tournament.  This 
tournament had the highest number of registered teams for a league tournament. 36 teams registered in total and 
debated across 18 Covid-compliant classrooms.  

Grade 8 and 9 learners debated granting special visas to remote workers and cancelling the Tokyo Summer Olympics. 
Grade 10 - 12 speakers explored bringing extinct species back to life and in-sourcing 
government housing projects.  

Eagles’ Nest Christian School won the junior division and Pfundzo Ramavhungo 
(Capricorn High School) was the best speaker in the same division.  Capricorn High 
School’s senior team won the senior division with Dawn Dikgale claiming the first place 
out of 56 senior speakers.  

The tournament also marked the 11th year since the first tournament was hosted for 
high schools in Polokwane. It is fitting to see that nearly 13 of the 18 adjudicators on the 
day had debated at one of these tournaments during their high school years.  
 
 

SACEE Polokwane adds one more league to the city  

The Seshego Debating League is the brainchild of Lebogang Dunster, the debating 
coach at Maseala Progressive Independent School. For many years, several volunteers have aimed to get a league going 
with limited success. Lebogang was able to secure dates with the school’s management.  SACEE Polokwane looks 
forward to adding the league to its portfolio and fulfilling its mission to support English education in schools.  

Contestants at the Polokwane SAPS Junior Leadership Project confer 
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2020 was an extraordinary year, one that we would never have thought imaginable.  With all that the year threw at us it 
would have been easy to only focus on the negative.  However, the challenges we faced increased our resilience and 
offered lessons that we would carry with us through the years to come.  

The year was particularly taxing on teachers who had to stretch their skills and abilities.  However, they showed their 
true worth and potential by adapting to new ways of teaching, tapping into their creativity and constantly thinking out 
of the box. Our learners need to be commended for their courage, determination and perseverance.  They showed true 
grit when faced to the “new normal”.  This will truly be a memorable year for them and their achievements, whatever 
they may be, should be acknowledged and recognized. 

COVID-19 and the subsequent lockdown had a direct impact on the operations of SACEE.  Many projects needed to 
be cancelled or postponed, and those that were implemented after the lockdown all had their own challenges.  It is 
important to recognise those schools that continually perform well, so while not all activities were completed, we 
identified our top performing DUX schools for 2020: In first place were Merrifield (Foundation Phase), Stirling 
(Primary School) and Clarendon Girls’ (High Schools). 
 

Spelling Bees 
 

The Foundation Phase Spelling Bee was held at Hudson Park Primary and as always, this event 
was well supported and 16 schools participated. Special congratulations to Merrifield, which 
obtained gold. The Intermediate Phase Spelling Bee was held at Stirling Primary School and 12 
teams participated in this event. Well done to Voorpos on obtaining Gold. 
  

Forum Discussion 
 

A very successful forum discussion event was held on the 20 February for the Grade 11 and 12s at Clarendon Girls’ 
High School.  The host school is to be congratulated on obtaining Gold. 
 

Slam Poetry Evening  
 

The entertaining Slam Poetry Evening was held in the Selborne College Library.  28 poets took part in the event and the 
poems presented were thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. 
 
 

The Sheryl Human Read out Loud Contest for Grade 6 and 7 
 

This event was held at Stirling Primary School.  26 readers participated in the event and the winners of Gold were: Janey
-Heather Wood (Grade 6, Stirling) and Jana Stellter (Grade 7, Merrifield) 

 

Poetry Competition 
 

The theme for this year’s poetry competition was “Our World, Our Future”.  This theme was particularly 
relevant to the current situation facing the learners. Over 70 pupils achieved Gold. 
 

Poetry Festivals 

The Brian Cook Poetry Festival for Grades 4 – 7 drew fewer entries in 2021. In total, 147 poems were 
entered with 33 earning Gold Awards and 51 Silver Awards. The learners seemed to enjoy writing about 
the sights and sounds of their lives – and many made excellent use of humour! There were many very 

evocative descriptions and some excellent use of vocabulary. Many learners are having fun experimenting with line 
length and creating interesting shape poems too.  

Two poems were awarded Gold with Special Mention as they were judged to be truly outstanding. They were created by 
Israel Peter, who is in Grade 6 at Stirling Primary School, and Angalakha Mzileni, who is in Grade 7 at Laerskool 
Voorpos.  
 

The Senior Festival (Grades 8 – 11) also drew far fewer entries than usual this year, but this did not detract from the 
quality of most of the poems. In total there were 95 poems, with 19 earning Gold Awards and 16 earning Silver Awards.  
The learners seemed to enjoy exploring the topic, “The Sights and Sounds of my Life” from many angles. Some poems 
were humorous, others more philosophical and some whimsical! Although many learners had fun with format and line 
length, there were a few poems which had a far more prose-like style. It is always important to remember the wise 
words of William Wordsworth (some good alliteration there!) who always said that poetry is “language under pressure”. 
This is a good reminder to those poets who need to be more concise, and even more enigmatic, in their choice of 
words. 
 

It is wonderful to see learners trying their best and offering so many varied interpretations. The teachers are thanked for 
their constant encouragement. 

Border Branch Report 
 

Verushka Packery 


